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SUMMARY 
1.  · The Annual Report for 1993 describes the general development of the Erasmus Pro-
gramme during the calendar year and the  range of inter-university cooperation 
activities supported for 1993/9.4 - the seventh year of the Programme's operation. 
2.  The total number of Inter-university Cooperation Programmes (ICPs) approved by the 
Commission for the award of Community funds amounted to 2 153, of which .469 
were new programmes and 1 68A fell within the three-year multionnuol funding ar-
rangements. The growth in the volume of activity within these programmes has been 
dramatic; between  1992/93 and  1993/9.4 both  institutional  participations and 
planned numbers of mobile students in  approved ICPs  increased by 30%. On the 
basis of actual mobility figures for previous years, it is estimated that approximately 
65% of the  103 89.4 students in  approved-student Aows will  actually study abroad. 
The number of teaching staff planning to travel has increased by 56% (to 8 060) over 
1992/93 figures. 
3.  For higher education institutions in the countries of the European Free Trade Associa-
tion  (EFT8),  1993/9.4 was the second year of Erasmus participation, on the basis of 
bilateral agreements mode with  the European Community in  1991. By comparison 
with  1992/93 the EFTA countries hove approximately doubled their ICP  participa-
tion levels (to 1 220 participations) and now account for 8.5% of participations and 
6.8% of estimated student- numbers in approved ICPs. 
A.  For  the  European Community Course Credit Transfer System (ECTS),  1993 was a 
year of consolidation and refinement of procedures in  institutions participating in the 
pilot project. There was also increasing interest in ECTS on the part of an ever-widening 
group within the academic community, and ECTS principles were applied within ins-
titutions and subject areas outside the scope of the current pilot project. 
5.  In  1993, the European Commission awarded AO grants under Action A of Erasmus 
(complementary measures to promote mobility). The projects approved involve AOO 
separate institutions and organisations, with an even distribution across the European 
Community Member States and the EFTA countries. 
6.  Throughout the year, the Commission continued to stimulate interest in inter-university 
cooperation by organising and participating in  information actions and by funding 
study visits by the staff of higher education institutions. The Commission's monitoring 
programme and evaluation activities  led  to  the  preparation and  publication of 
numerous studies on those involved in  Erasmus and their experiences. 
7.  1993 was a period of intensive reflection within the Commission on, the planning of 
future programmes of Community action in  the field of education and professional 
training.  These will_ toke into  account the European Community's enlarged 
responsibilities in  education and training under the terms of the Treaty on European 
Union (and in  particular articles 126 and 127 of the Treaty). the experience gained 
from  the  implementation of Community programmes such  as Erasmus and Lingua 
and from various pilot projects will provide the essential basis for the new activities to 
be proposed. On A January 199.4 the Commission adopted their propos-al for a new 
programme of Community action, Socrates, the first chapter of which continues and 
consolidates the inter-university cooperation activities of Erasmus. '• 
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I  IMPLEMENTATION OF THE. ERASMUS PROGRAMME· 
I  •  . 
·ACTIONS 
1  .  The present report reviews the general development of the Erasmus Programme in the  ·. 
calendar year 1993, and the various inter-university cooperation activities funded 
for 1993194- the seventh year of the Programme's operaijon. It has been prepared 
in accordance with Article 6 of the Council Decision of 15 June 1  ~87  (87  1327  IEEC) 
establishing the  Erasmus  Programme,  as amended)by  th~ Council  Decision  of 14 · 
December1989(89I663IEEC).  .  .  l  · .  .  . 
' 
Under seven separate Council Decisions of 28 October 1991  (91 I 611 IEEC to 91 I 
617  IEEC), concluding bilateral_agreements between the Co.lnmunity and the countries 
of the the European Free Trade Association (EFTA), institutidns of higher education in 
these countrieS have.been able _to participate in COoperative ~ctivi~es with Community 
institutions under the Erasmus Programme since the academic year 1992193. · 
I'  : 
The activities funded under the Erasmus  Prog~amme  are diJ,ided into four actions, as. 
~~s:  .  i  · 
~-Action 1:  ln~r-university Cooperation  Programmes  cJnstituting  th~ European 
Uni~ersity Network (ICPs) and Study and Teaching  Visi~;  f  · 
•  >  .  l  :, 
II' Action ·2: Management of the Erasmus student mobility  ~rant scheme;. 
1< 
· t/ Action 3: Measures  to  promote  mobility  through  the  ~ecdemic recognition  of 
. diplomas and periods of stUdy, including the piloting of tfte European Community 
Course Credit Transfer System (ECTS);  !  •  '  · 
.  !  - . 
_ t/ Action 4: Complementary' measures to promote inter-university cooperation and 
student mobility.  .  .  r 
i  :  ' 
The Community funds available for the implementation of the  Ercis~us Programme in 
1993 amounted to ECU 84.68 million: The contribution  ma~e  by the EFTA countries 
.  for their participation  i~ Erasmus activities was ECU  13.16jrnil~i~~· Annex 1 shows. 
the breakdown, by Act1on, of the total budget -of ECU  97.8~  mdiiC~n, 
!  : 
In addition to the direct provision of funding  to  institutions,l orga~isations, teachers 
and students under the Actions listed abOve; the CommissiC?n has continued to sup-
port European academic cooperation by an active information poliGy, by close liaiSon 
with the academic community in the eligible states and thr~gh m4nitoring activities 
desigr:ted to 'ensure further improvements.  j  '  · 
The analysis of  l~ter-univer~ity Cooper~tion Progra~mes (ICPs)  pr~sented in  this re- . 
port relates to the funding of activities for the academic year  199~194; all statistics 
on IC:P activities refer to data held by the Commission inAprill993, at the conclusion 
of the selection period. 
ICP applications submitted for the year 1993194 show a 5ubstantial increase in demand 
for institutional participation and for student mobility. The increase has been particularly 
dramatic in the case of the EFTA countries, in this second year of their participation, 
but interest in the Programme also continues' to grow within the.Communiiy itself.  It is 
clear that the  budget~ which only increcised by 0.7% for 1993194 - is considerably 
less than the actual c:ost of implementing Erasmus cooperation and student mobility. 
Access to complementary funding at national level continues to be an important policy 
issue,  with  ci  view' not  only  to  relieving  ill"\mediate  financial  pressure,  but also to -
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securing  the  futUre  of  inter:institutional  cooperation by obtaining a  more explicit 
commitment from regional, national and institutional funds.  .  ,  · 
Action  1 
European University Network: Support for Inter-university Cooperation 
Programmes (ICPs) and for  Stu~y and Teaching Visits 
2.  The Inter-university Cooperation Programmes (ICPs) set up under Erasmus by institu-
tions of higher education in the eligible states involve one or mote of the following: 
t/ Student mobility programmes (SM); 
t/ Teaching staff mobility programmes (TS); 
t/ Joint development.of new curricula (CD); 
V  Intensive programmes (IP). 
3.  Student mobility programmes of  substantial duration  (between  three  months and 
one ac~demic year) which  give full  recognition  of a period of study abroad (up to 
and including the doctorate or equivalent) are eligible for financial support to contribute 
to: the development of the programme; the preparation of documents and teaching 
material; the  linguistic preparation of students prior to departure and after arrival; 
the orientation of students and such other costs directly related to the progrqmme as. 
meetings and the monitoring of the activities funded. With the encouragement of the 
Commission, institutions have continued to improve their level of practical commitment 
to student mobility- notably in the areas of language training, information provision . 
and accommodation. 
4.  Teaching staff mobility programmes enable higher education teaching staff to make 
a substantial contribution to the regular teaching programme at a partner institution 
for between one week ond one year, within the framework of a structured exchange 
scheme involving mobility for a number of individuals. Support is given towards the 
development of the programme, the travel and accommodation expenses of teaching 
staff and (in certain circumstances) the costs of replacing staff absent for three .months 
or longer.  In  1993/94, the funding of linguistic preparation for  teaching staff from 
Erasmus grants was permitted for the first time. 
Teaching staff exchange contributes to making the benefits of European. cooperation 
available not only to those students who take port in exchanges but also to the majority 
of the student population, who do not.  Experience  has· shown  that teaching  staff 
mobility can hove interesting spin-off effects in terms of other .types of inter-institutional 
cooperation, including joint research projects. 
5.  Grants  for  the. joint .development of  curricula  may  be awarded to  assist higher 
education institutions in developing curricula for implementation in all partner institu-
tions.  Preference is given to projects which <dearly contribute to improved academic 
recognition (especially by using modular curricula), which incorporate the European 
Dimension  into  the  content of courses, or which  lead  to  the sharing or transfer of 
expertise  (whether  through  distance teaching  methods  or otherwise).  Support is 
provided towards the cost of. joint meetings and the production, translation and circu-
lation of the necessary documents. 
C~rriculum development programmes pool the teaching skills of institutions in different 
. eligible states  and encourage them  to  create innovative  new courses with  built-in 
recognition  procedures.  Many  new  "European"  degrees (degrees which arP  ' 
recognised  in  several  eligible  states)  hove  been  created as o  resylt of  ' 
.. '. 
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development programmes, and some of these may emerge as mOdels for larger-scale 
implementation within the European University Network.  . 
6.  Intensive programme grants enable netWorks .of higher education institutions to or- . 
ga.nise short, intensive, full-time teaching programmes bringing together stUdents and 
teaching staff from -several eligible states for periods of between one week and one 
rrionth.  Special  attention  is  given  to  multinational  participation, the  involvement of 
significant numbers of students (in relation to staff numbers) and the award of academic 
credit to those taking part: In addition, account is taken of whether a proposed pro-
gramme is on a subject not normally available at any·one of the participating institu- . 
tions alone, or contributes to the dissemination of knowledge  in  a rapidly-evolving 
· new area. Suppc)rt. may be useCl to cover the travel and subsistence costs of teaching 
staff and students who have to go from 0ne eligible state to another to qttend a course 
·and the expenses incurred  by  holding  preliminary meetings and preparing docu-
. rrients.· 
· Intensive programmes are especially effective in academic subjects where long-term 
mobility is difficult to arrange, for mai)Jre students and others for whom it is normally 
.  impossible, or where new subjects or teChniques are being taught. 
.  .  . 
7.  · Visit Grants are available to facilitate the planning of new ICPs (notably in subject. 
areas less well-represented among Erasmus ICPs), to 'extend existing pr6grammes to 
new partners or to enable the staff of institutions to become better informed about the 
higher education systems  in  other eligible states. Visit grants are ·also available for 
individual intensive teciching visits of  no longer thon four weeks' duration, which tQke 
place outside the framew_otk of ICPs.  · 
ICP applications for 1993/94 
8.  As will be seen from Annex ll(a), the n~mber  of  Erasmus ICP applications coordinated 
by Member States of the European Community stabilised: in  1993 at around 2 300. 
,  Although  there has been  a dramatic increase (.46%)  in  EFTA-coordinated applica-
tions since 1992/93, bringing the 1993/94 total to 171, the scale of involvementin 
the Programme by higher education institutions from the EFTA countries rerr~ains small 
by comparison with that of the European Community.  In terms of institutional partici-
pation (see Annex lll(a)), both the EC and EFTA show substantial increases, the number 
'of participations in ICP applications being 21% greater for 1993/94 than for 1992/ 
· 93. This continues a well-established trend within the Erasmus Programme, in which 
increased demand manifests itself primarily in the growth of activity proposed within 
networks rather than in increased numbers of applications submitted by coordinators. 
Within the European Community, there were signific~nt increases in institutional par-
ticipations by Greece (+32%) and Portugal (+27%) and in coordinations by Greece 
(+ 18%). Aniong EFTA countries, Finland and Norway both more than doubled their 
numbers of participations cind coordinated applications.·  · 
Annex IV(a) shows the distribution of ICP applications in 1992/93 and 1993/94 by 
subject 9rea. The positiOn  is extre.me!y stable, and this stability is con_firmed-by the 
distribution statistics by su_bject area and student months (not shown in annex). 
!CPs selected for 1993/94 
9.  The  results  of the initial analysis of all applications received were referred. to three 
Academic Advisory Groups, which play an. important part in  the 'arrangements for 
quality control  in the selection  process. The Commission took careful accoUnt of the 
Groups' views in the selection of the-2  153 ICPs ultimately funded.  · 
.  '  '  . -
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The· academic year 1993/94 was the third year of the  multiann~al application and 
simplified renewal arrangements for ICPs introduced by the Erasmus Phase II Decision 
(Council Decision of 14 December 1989). Under this procedure, the Commission was 
already committed to  mos~  programmes selected in 1991/92 and 1992/93. Careful 
allocation of the 1993/94 budget has ensured a balance of funding for new applica-
tions and for both new and existing activities within  programmes entering their se-
cond or third year of multionnual funding in 1993/94. 
Of the  2 153 ICPs  approved (EC + EFTA),  469 were completely new programmes. 
and these, together with  new activities within existing programmes, were awarded 
sligh~y above overage funding  in order to provide a sound financial  bas-is for their 
launching phose. (The approval rote for new programmes was 61 %, as against an 
overall rote of 87%.) 
Between  1992/93 and 19.93/94 there was on  increase of  14%  in  the number of 
eligible institutions participating in one or more approved ICPs  (EC + EFTA).  There 
were substantial percentage increases (but from 0  relatively low bose) in the numbers 
of EFTA institutions involved; most of the corresponding figures for individual Member 
States of the Community show  modest increases, except for  a  substantial increase 
(26%) in the case of Belgium. The year-on-year increases since 1988/89 ore shown 
in Annex VII.- ' 
On average, successful applicants for ICPs were awarded 28% of the amounts which 
they hod requested in  their applications (EC +EFTA). There was some variation by 
tYpe of activity: 28% for student mobility programmes; 24% for teaching staff mobility 
programmes; 37% for  curriculum  development;  32%  for  intensive  programmes. 
Although the overage grant per ICP  remained stable at ECU  10 915, the grant per 
participating institution decreased by 14% in comparison with  the previ6us year, to 
ECU 1 646 (this being due to on increase in the overage number of partners per ICP). 
Annex ll(b) shows the distribution of approved ICPs by country of coordinating insti-
tution.  In terms of coordination by Member States of the European C6mmunity there 
were.significont increases between 1992/93 and 1993/94 in the numbers of approved 
programmes coordinated by Greece (+44%)  and the  Netherlands (+24%}.  All  the 
remaining countries eligible for Erasmus except Spain, Ireland and luxembourg also 
coordinated increased numbers of !CPs.  Participation levels  in  approved program-
mes  increased for every eligible country except luxembourg and liechtenstein (see 
Annex lll(b)) and by 30% for the Pr()gromme as a whole. The EFTA countries, token 
together, approximately doubled both their coordination and their participation levels 
between 1992/93 and 1993/94.  ·  · 
The 1993/94 distribution of approved ICP programmes by su_bject area (Annex IV(b)) 
differs very little from that of 1  992/93. The Commission continues to promote subject 
balance'; !his involves the application of above overage standards for the selection of 
!CPs  in  such well-represented fields as Business/Management and special attention 
to applications in  Education and Medical Sciences/Psychology, which  the Commis-
sion  is  particularly anxious to encourage. At  the  level  of institutional  participation 
within  subject areas one observes a  significant level  of  growth  since  1992/93 in 
areas with a history of limited involvement in Erasmus- the 50% increase in the case 
·of Education being particularly striking.  · 
The  number of programmes approved by type of activity increased-significantly by 
comparison with 1992/93 (by 1  2% in the case of student mobility and by about one-
third for the other three activities; see Annex V(bl). Approval rates also increased for 
all types of oc.tivity (see Annex VI); this  should however be seen  in  the context of a 
reduction  in  applications for teaching  staff  mobility,  curriculum development and 
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·intensive programmes and of the increased proportion of applications covered by the 
system of multionnuol applications and simplified renewal. 
I  , 
Student numbers proposed in approved ICP applications for  1993/9.4 (EC +EFTA) 
totol1 03 89.4- on increase of 30% over the 1992/93 figure (80 1  00). The increase 
in student n;.obility between Member States of the European Community only is 23%. 
The United fingdom (host country for 22% of all students (EC +EFTA)), France (19%) 
and Germqny (  1  .4%)  remain  the  most popular destinations for  Erasmus students  iri · 
1993/9.4. 27% of students intend to travel between these three cOuntries in 1993/9.4 
I  -
. (as against 29% in 1992/93). The traditionol
11importers" of Erasmus students (France, 
Ireland and! the United Kin"gdom) ore now joined, for the first time in 1993/9.4, by the 
Netherlands. (See Annex X for a complete l:ireokdown of student numbers by home 
and host c~untry.)  ·  .  _ 
! 
Within the  ~76 approved  ICPs  involving  teaching staff mobility,  8 060 individuals 
(EC  +_EFTA) ore expected to travel to another eligible state - on increase of 56% by 
c~porisonJ  with _the  previous year.  However,  the  o~roge planned duration  of the 
penod spe'"!t abroad has dropped, frc:im  3  .  .4 weeks  m _1992/93 to  2. 9 weeks.  All 
eligible sto~s (with the exception of luxembourg, Liechtenstein and Iceland) plan to 
-send increo~ed numbers of teachers abroad -these increases being particularly striking 
in  the caselof Greece (+106%)  and the fi¥e  larger EFTA  countries  (+183%  token_ 
together).  I · 
i 
- I  .  - _ 
Visits  . I  :·  ·  · _  - .- - -
. (Details of  applications for visit grants and of  grants awarded by eligible state and by 
.subject or,  appear :in Annex VIII (a} and (b~.} 
1  0.  Four selectidn rounds were held during the _calendar year l993,  tO allow the 'submission 
of applicatichns a~  any time with the  expecto~on of a quick decision. The total number,_ 
?f ~li.gible +pplicotions  received  was  1 ~91 , of which .858  (i~vol.ving over  1 300 
_  md1v1duols) 1were accepted. The total fundmg requested m oppl1cotions amounted to 
just over 4 fllillion ECU, considerably exceeding the ECU 1 750 000 available. Pressure 
on funds wqs thus a major foetor in the-reduction in the acceptance rate from 65% in 
1992' to 5.4% in  1993.  ·  · 
I  -
The majori'>f of the visit grants were awarded to support the launching or extension of 
ICPs and o!:1out a third were for the study of the higher education systems of other 
·eligible states.  (The  proportion of  1993 visit grants awarded for  tea-ching  is  very 
sm.oll: at just over 6%.)  __  .  _  ··  _ _  .  . ·  __ , .  .  . _  _ . .  .·  .  . · / 
. W1thm  the  9veroll  selection process,, pnonty was mvonably  g•ven_ to  applications 
involving  eljgible  states  and  subject areas under-represented  in ·ICPs,  although  it 
remains  the Commission's  policy that only applications  good quality should  be 
_ approved.  ~.4% of all visit grants were awarded to  applican~ from Greece and the 
United Kingdom. The most popular countries of destination in 1993 were, in deseen~ing 
· order, the United Kingdom, Germany and -~ranee, which together account for 50% of 
all visits; There was increased intereSt in visit grants from EFTA countries by comparison. 
with  1992/93, leading to on increase from  9%_ to  16% in the percentage of grants  _ 
awarded to EFTA applicants. 
As  in  1992, a  special  effort was  mode  to  encourage applications from  the  non-
university sector by a moss moiling of letters to institutions. About a third of applica-
tions received now come from this source.  · 
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Action 2 
Erasmus student mobility grants 
11. Of the ,2 153 ICPs  approved for  the academic year 1993/94 (EC  + EFTA),  93% 
incorporate student mobility.  Provision for grants to individual students within these 
-ICPs, to ECTS students and to o small number of "free movers" accounts for 69% of 
the overall budget for the Erasmus Programme. Grants up to a maximum level of ECU 
5 000 per student per year may be awarded (although in practice grants in all eligible 
states ore invariably smaller than this).  The  inclusion  of the EFTA  countries in  the 
Programme from 1992/93 o'nwords hos greatly extended the range of opportunities 
available to  European Community students, although the numbers studying in  EFTA 
countries ore still relatively low. EFTA nationals con only be funded under Erasmus for 
periods of study in C:ommunity institutions.  . • 
The total demand for Erasmus student mobility grants, on the basis of student numbers 
proposed _in  ICP  applications for 1993/94, increased by 27% by comparison with 
1992/93. On the basis of the 1 997 approved 1993/941CPs involving studentmobility 
there was a  30% increase in  the number of students eligible for a  student mobility 
_grant (see also paragraph 9  abov~). The  overage proposed duration of Erasmus 
study periods abroad remains stable at seven months. 
Due  to the inevitable delay between the implementation of the Programme actions 
and the availability of  final  figures  from  reports  submitted  by ICPs  and Notional 
Grant Awarding Authorities  (NGAAs),  the student statistics  given  here and in  -
paragraph 9 above reflect the maximum estimated numbers given in approved ap-
plications. On the basis of data available from the NGAAs For previous years, it is 
reasonable to  predict that approximately 65% of the approved number of students 
will  actually stUdy abroad; this implies  a  number of students in  receipt of Erasmus 
grants _of  between 60 000 and 70 ooo_ for 1993/94. 
12. The  funds available for .Action  2  for  1993/94 were divided  between the eligible 
states in accordance with the allocation formula specified in  the Council Decision of 
14 December 1989. (Annex IX  shows the resulting distribution.) 5%  of the budget 
was set aside to  be  assigned at the  discretion  of  the Commission, with  a  view to 
improving  the overall balance 'of student flows.  Each  eligible sta-te  then  received a 
bose allocation  of ECU  200 000 and the  remainder of the .Action  2  bu_dget w.os 
allocated on the basis of the number of young people aged between 18 and 25 in 
each eligible state and the number of students _enrolled  in 'institutions  of higher 
education, adjusted by factors  reAecting travel costs and cost of living differentials. 
(Special provisions apply for Iceland and Liechtenstein.) 
The 5% reserve was distributed by the Commission on the some basis as in '1992/93. 
An overall limit of 150% of the initial allocation was imposed for any country benefiting 
from the use of the 5%.  Within this  restriction, notional overage grants to students in 
Greece and Portugal were increased to  ECU  150 per month and a lower limit for all 
other countries was set at ECU  71  per month  (except in  Ireland, where the notional 
overage grant reached the  150% upper limit  at ECU  67). The  countries benefiting 
from the reserve fund  - being (in descending order of the percentage increase in  the 
initial allocation) Greece, Ireland and Portugal, followed  by 1 Belgium,  Denmark, the 
Netherlands and the United Kingdom - hove thus all increased the notional overage 
grant levels available to their students. Across all eligible countries, the notional overage 
grant is estim9ted at ECU  99_ per month.  In  addition, ECU  65 000 (0.1% of the total 
Action 2 budget) was allocated directly by the Commission to the European University 
Institute in Florence and the Fondatiqn Universitaire Luxembourgeoise in Arion to cover 
the mobility grants of  their students,  since these  institutions ore not covered b/  the 
network of National Grant Awarding Authorities. ERASMUS PROGRAMME:.._ ANNUAL REPORT 1993  -
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Supplementary allocations were mad~  to NGAAs to cover student mob,ility g'rants to 
ECTS students, on the basis of ten notional academic year grants per institution (or 
',  consortium) belonging to the ECTS Inner Circle.  , 
13.  The  main change in  a~ticipated Erasmus student flow patterns in  1993/94 arises 
from the increase in student mobilitY involving the EFTA countries. Students from EFTA 
countries (7 062) account for  6.8%  of the total  number of Erasmus  students  in  all 
approved student Hovis (a significant i~crease  over the previous year's figure of 4.2%). 
5. 9% of all  students  in  approved student Rows  (6 17  A)  intend  to  study in  on  EFTA 
institution.  ·  ·  ,  .  .  ·  ·  ' 
1_4.  The principle of complementarity between Community and Member State funding for  , 
Erasmus has always been considered essential to the further development of the Pro-
gramme. This  is particularly true of stUdent mobility support, given the 
0t0p-upn na-
ture of ~rosmus  student mobility grants (which ore intended to cover only the additional · 
c~ts of mobility) and the constaf!rly-increasing shortfall between demand for the5e 
grants and the available budget.  h1  nine of the twelve Community Member States, 
complementary public funding  is av9ilable to some or all outgoing Erasmus students 
from  national or regional sources. (Such complementary funding may be allocated 
specifically for  Erasmus student. mobility or for  international student mobility more 
generally, or there may be a combination of these arrangements.) Of the three Member 
States in which such complementary funding is notavajloble, luxembourg is something 
of a special case in that its national grants system  is already directed towards study 
abroad, given the absence of. a comprehensive higher education system in the Grand 
Duchy itself; in Greece and Ireland no complementary funding is available at present. 
Complementary funding  is  aVailable  in 'all  EFTA  countries,  with  the  position  of 
Li,echtenstein being  si~iiQr to that of Luxembourg. 
Action 3 
Measures  to promote  mobility through the academic  recognition of 
· diplomas and periods of study 
.  European Community Course Credit Transfer System 
1  5.  Action 3.1 of Erasmus provide$-for the establishment of an exJ)erimental and vol~ntary 
European  Community Course Credit Transfer System  (ECTS)  to enable students  to 
receive credits for periods of study carried out and qualifications obtained at institu- · 
tions of higher education _in other eligible states. The aim of this six-year pilot scheme, 
.launched in  1989/90, is to develop a system of credit transfer. which will operate as 
on effective instrument for academic recognition. The five subject areas involved are 
Business/ Administration, History, Medicine, Chemistry and Mechanical  Engineer~ng. 
The initial group of 84 institutiOfiS or consortia was extended in 1991  and 1992, and 
currently. includes 145 in~titutions, of which  23. ore in  EFTA countries. 
Fo~ 1993/94, each institution  rereived on allocation within the ECTS framework to 
meet itS own operational costs in implementing the schemei including those involving 
in  preparing informotioo  packages for  the use of other  ECTS  institutions and their 
· students. Mobility grants for students ore available via the NGAAs (see paragraph 
12 above).  . 
In the spring of 1993 all five subject area groups held meetings to discuss reports on 
the third year of operation of EOS (1991 /92) and to select students for the academic 
year 1993/94. 1 850 students were. selected for a study period in an EOS institution 
(as against 1 700 for  1992/93), Language cootinues to be a determining foetor in 
decisions  mode  by students  regarding study abroad, with  France and  the  United -
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Kingdom remaining the most attractive host countries. HoweVer, efforts continue to be 
mode within the pilot scheme to achieve greater diversity in student flows. The impact 
of EFTA participation con already be observed.  ·  .  · 
(Annex XI shows ECTS student numbers by subject and home country for 1992/93 • 
the most recent year for which actual student numbers ore ovoiloble.) 
The fourth  operational year (1992/93) was one of development and refinement of 
ECTS  procedures, with working parties on  information packages and credit olloco· 
tion  producing  updated adviCe and·  guidance for  institutions  using  the system.  A  · 
revised booklet introducing ECTSwill be published in  199.4~  · 
In response too request from the Council of Ministers of Education, o mid-term external 
evaluation report on ECTS was produced by Coopers and Lybrand. This report (which 
was published in February 1993), concluded that ECTS hod "proved to be on effec-
tive means, in  the context of the pilot, of facilitating academic recognition between 
institutions in different European countries". 
During 1993 there has been substantial growth in the application of ECTS principles 
and practices by institutions outside the scheme and in subject areas beyond the five 
officially designated for the project. Important developments include the adoption by · 
certain institutions of the EOS system for all student exchange, the increasing number 
of courses of study operating on o credit or modular basis and the growing interest in 
the ECTS grading scale among institutions outside the inner circle. 
NARIC network. 
16. Action 3.2 of Erasmus covers the European Community Network of National Academic 
Recognition Information Centres (NARIC network). The aim of this action is to ensure 
optimum cooperation  betw~eli the  NARIC Centres,  individual  institutions of higher 
education and the notional authorities in  the European Community Member States 
and the EFTA countries on questions concerning academic recognition · the essential 
basis for inter-university cooperatiOn. 
The NARIC network helps to promote the mobility. of students by providing authoritative 
adviCe and information concerning the academic recognition of diplomas and study 
periods abroad. Erasmus grants totalling ECU 119 230 were awarded to the NARICs 
in  1993 to  enable staff members of the centres to  undertake study visits  to other 
eligible states or to produce publications on academic recognition matters. In  1993 
the N-6,-RIC network published a comparative overview of the main higher education 
di.plomas in all Member States. 
Meetings of the NARIC  network took place in  Stockholm on 9 and .11  May and in  . 
Brussels 6n 30 November 1993. The Brussels meeting was held jointly with the parallel 
network of "contact points" for the General Directive relating to professional recognition 
of diplomas, since o  large number of NARICs  also oct as contact points for this 
Directive.  · 
Action 4 
Complementary measures to promote mobility 
17.  Under Action .4, grants ore awarded in support of projects which improve cooperotipn 
and the flow of information at European level · in particular to associations of higher 
education institutions or to individuals working or studying in  the higher education 
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field: The ossoci~tions  conC:emed may either be entirely new, or be established groups 
wishing  to engage upon a particular projeet with  a European dimensioo.  Publica-
tions which enhance awareness of study and teaching opportunities in the different 
eligible states,  or which  highlight  important developments  in  higher education 
cooperation ore also eligible for financial  support. Action 4 funding  i$ awarded to  . 
long-term projects for on initial launching period. From time to time the Commission 
may,  alone or in  association  with various  ins~tutions, launch  Special  Initiatives  to 
reinforce  the  involvement of particular disciplines  or  regions  in  the  Erasmus  Pro~· 
gramme or to test new fonr-s of cooperation. 
There were four Action 4 selection rounds in·1993. Of the 83 ·eligible applications 
received,  44 were related to the funding  of student and staff associations and 39 
concerned mobility-related publication projects. 28 grants were awarded - 13 for the 
development of association activities and 15 for publications related to cooperation 
in higher education. The total budget allocated in 1993 was ECU 248 770, of which 
ECU 122 300 was awarded for association activities and ECU 126 470 for publica-
tions. Altogether there were 328 separate involvements of .institutions and organis-
ations, with an even distribution across EC Member States and EFTA countries. Of the 
total amount awarded for associations and publications, 62%  (ECU  1  54 270) was . 
allocated to 20 approved projects in nine specific academic fields, notably in Business . 
'-(6 projects) and Medicine (4 projects). The remaining 38% of the total (ECU 94 500) 
was allocated to projects with a multidisciplinary scope. 
Nine Action  4 grants·were awarded to student associations  in· 1993, including a 
stcirt-up grant to the new lntersectoral Meeting of International Student Organisations 
(IMISO), which groups four subject-specific student bodies within _one over-arching 
·  · organisati_on, and support for the publication of a "Who's who in international student' 
associations" by the same organisation. 
Another  interesting  project supported  under .Action  4  is  a study by the  European 
Network of Insurance Faculties (ENIF) on risk and liability issues in  reiQtion to study · 
abroad. 
-
As a follow-up  project to the  Erqsmus special  initiative  in Teacher Training (1991-
1992), the  Royal  Danish  School  of  Educational  Studies  was  awarded a  grant to 
publish a handbook for institutions planning the setting ·up of intensive mobility cour-
ses for student teachers. This initiative builds on experience gained through involvement 
with_ the international teacher training network RIF (Reseau des Institutions de Forma-
tion des enseignants), which received .Erasmus support in '1992. 
A further example of a specific subject area grant is that made for a forum organised 
by  the  European  AssoCiation  for Architectural  Education  (EAAE),  which examined ·  · 
·the position and potential of schools of Architecture in relation to European exchange 
programmes. 
., 
In autumn 1993 the Commission announced in the Erasmus Newsle~rthat  it intended 
. to encourage a more subject-based approach than  hitherto, and invited groups of 
ICP coordinators and partners in specific disciplines to apply for Action 4 grants to 
fund evaluation meetings on the operation and impact of Erasmus.  . 
· -Special initiatives 
.  . 
18.  FolloWing a study carried out for the Commission in 1992 concerning the participa-
tion of the non-university sector in Erasmus, work began in  1993 on the planning of 
an  information  campaign  to. promote  incceased  participation  by  such  institutions, 
especially in under-represented regions and subject areas. The information campaign ERASMUS PROGRAMME- ANNUAL REPORT 1993 ·  -
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will  be o joint initiative of the Commission and the  European Association of Institu-
tions in  Higher Education (Euroshe). 
II  INFORMATION ACTIVITIES 
19. Throughout 1993, information support to the academic communi!}-, relevant notional 
·  agencies, the media and the general public was provided. This involved: producing· 
and distributing  o  range of  basic  information  products  for  potential applicants;-
improving the presentation of the Programme at fairs and conferences; receiving and · 
advising visitors and -dealing with  requests for  information from  the academic and 
political world and the press. The level of public awareness concerning the Programme · 
continues to increase, th·onks to sustained press relations (see below) and to the brood 
base on  which  the  Programme now  rests.  Well  over 6 000 written  enquiries were 
handled in Brussels during the year, in-addition to numerous personal visits and more 
than a thoosand telephone requests for information. A significant proportion of infor-
mation  requests come from  such  sources as university international offices,  student 
associations or the media, which have o clear "multiplier" function in the dissemination 
of information.  -
The  programme of publications on  Erasmus  continues to  play a  major information 
, role. Publications prepared or published in  1  993 included: 
V  the  Erasmus  Directory of Programmes  1993/94 (a  1 492-page publication 
containing brief details of aiiiCPs supported) (published in January 1994); 
t/ the Erasmus News/etter(which has hitherto appeared three times a year in English 
and French, but which  is to be replaced  in  1994 by a single magazine covering 
all Community education and training programmes); . 
v  Guidelines  for  Applicants  1994/95 (a  document in  nine  languages containing 
application forms,  together with  information on procedures and on the types of 
grant available, which  is sent to all eligible institutions);  ' 
V  on  updated edition  in  nine  languages of the  Erasmus  Guide  to  Good Practice 
(which  explains  to  potential  or current Erasmus  partners  how  to  participate 
effectively in  the Programme); 
V  o new ECTS  info~mation booklet in nine languages (to be published  i~ 1994);  . 
V  reprints of the general information brochure, student information I~Aets  on Erasmus 
and the list of NARIC centres; 
v  o wall display of  Erasmus  participation  in  the  regions of the  EC  and the  EFTA 
countries; 
V  a  Directory of higher education institutions  in  the  EFTA  countri~s (publication  in 
1994); 
V  the first two numbers of the newly created Studies series of the Task Force Human 
Resources, namely Quality management and quality assurance in European· higher 
·education:  methods  and mechanisms  (Number 1)  and  The  outlook  for  higher 
education in  the European Community: responses  to the Memorandum (Number 
2). 
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Information activities other than publica.tions included: 
· '-' the development of press relations, leading to a substantial increase in the extent 
of press coverage of Erasmus (1  506 articles in the EC regional or national press 
and 8.41  in the  EFTA countries,- the equivalent figures for  1992 being 602 and 
454 articles respectively);  ,  .  .  . 
tl the partiCipation of ICP coordinators and NGAA representatives in local or natio-
nal events or radio and television programmes; 
tl representation of the  Pr~ramme (either  in  person or by theprovision of docu-. · 
mentation) at 17 international klirs and participation  in  about half of the other· 
events to which the Commission was invited  in connection with  Erasmus:. 
Other methods of disseminating information  on  Erasmus,  including more extensive 
'"'se of electronic communiCations, are under consideration. 
Ill  ORGANISATIONAL AND. CONSULTATIVE 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
. Erasmus Advisory CommiHee · 
20.  The  Erasmus  Advisory  Committee  (EAC),  which  assists  the  Commission  in  the 
implementation of the Programme, met twice in Brussels during 1993 -on 17 and 18 
March and on 7 and 8 December.  ·  . 
.  .  .  .  .  ' 
The first of these meetings was convened primarily to discuss ICP selection policy for 
1993/94, but a  I number of other important matterS were COVered,  hotqbly the  1992 
evaluation reports on  Erasmus by Price Waterhouse and on the  ECTS  pilot project by 
Coopers and 'Lybrand; At theDecember meeting the Commission reported on the draft 
proposal for the new Programme Socrates (see paragraph 28 below), and the Committee 
discussed the options proposed by the Commission for the 1994/951CP selection . 
.. Academic Advisory Groups 
.  .  . 
21.  In _carrying  out its  selection .of  ICPs  the Commission  is  assisted by three Academic 
Advisory  Groups - each covering a broad range of disciplines and made  up .of 
representatives of the academic world appointed by the Commission. The.three groups 
met.in March 1993  .. 
NGAAs  .-
.  . 
22.'  All  states  participating .in  Erasmus  have  designated  a  National Grant Awarding  -
Authority (NGAA), to be responsibl~  for the award of Erasmus student mobility grants 
to  stud~nts of higher ~ducation institutions in that state wishing to spend a r~ognised 
period of study abroad, whether within  the framework of ari  ICP·or the  ECTS  pilot 
project or as a "free mover". Although  NGAAs may allocate student mobility grants 
directly to grantholders, the most common pattern is for awards io be made via the . 
sending institution. With the eXception of Denmark, Greeee,  lta_ly,  Portugal and the 
EFTA countries, eligible states either do not allocate free mover grants or only do so -------------------£_RA_S_M_u_s_P_R_OG_RAMM  __  E_-_A_N_N_U_:A_L_R_E_PO_R_T_l_9_9_3 
exceptionally. The EFTA countries are allocating significantly fewer free mover grants 
for 1993/94  than for the previous year (their first year of participation in the Erasmus· 
Programme), due to the increasing number of EFTA students participating in  JCPs. 
Some NGAA representatives participate as observers in EAC meetings, but all NGAAs 
took part in  a  plenary meeting  in  Brussels  on 4 and 5 April  1993. The  agenda 
covered the outcome of the 1993/94JCP selection, the results of the audit visits carried 
out by the Commission,· progress on the NGAA computeri sotion project, the measures 
token to harmonise Erasmus and lingua student mobility grants and the outcome of 
the external evaluations of Erasmus and ECTS.  During the year·o number of informal 
visits between NGAAs and Brussels took place and staff from the Austrian and Spanish 
NGAAs spent short periods of secondment working in  the Erasmus Bureau. 
NGAAs also handle a wide range of enquiries concerning the Erasmus Programme 
at local level and many hove been involved, either as organisers or as participants, in 
information meetings - notably notional or regional meetings with ICP coordinators, 
with prospective ICP applicants and with  students. 
Erasmus Bureau 
23.  The  Commission  continues to  b~ assisted  in  the operational implementation ofthe . 
"  . 
Programme by the  Erasmus  Bureau, a  non-profitrnoking  outono~ous body of the 
European Cultural Foundation. This assistance is provided within the framework of a 
contract between the Commission and the Foundation. 
IV  MONITORING AND EVALUATION 
' 
24. Qualitative and  quantito~ve monitoring and evaluation of the effectiveness of the 
Erasmus Programme has been strongly emphasised from the beginning. Monitoring 
is  largely carried out as port of the  operotioncil  management of the  Programme, 
while evaluation is carried out by external assessors.  1992 sow the preparation of 
two major evaluation reports - by Price Waterhouse on the Programme as· a whole 
.  and by Coopers and Lybrand on the ECTS pilot project- which were widely discussed 
in  1993. (In  addition, Price Waterhouse submitted, during 1993, a  complementary 
evaluotia"n report on Action  II  of lingua (see paragraph 31  below)). 
25.  In  its  monitoring  of the  Programme,  the  Commission  is  assisted by the Wissen-
schaftliches  Zentrum  fur  Berufs- und Hochschulforschung  (Centre for  Research  on 
Higher Education and Work) at Gesamthochschule Kassel, which  undertakes both 
the gathering of statistical data and qualitative analyses based on questionnaire surveys 
of particular categories of Programme participant. 
During 1993 the following documents produced by the Kassel team were published: 
II'  Experiences of Erasmus sfvdents  1990/91  (the biennial "survey of ICP  students: 
more than 3 200 students who took part in Erasmus .!CPs in  1990/91 replied to a 
detailed questionnaire covering all  academic, cultural and practical aspects of 
their period of study abroad) (in English and French); 
II'  Transition to Work: the experiences of  Former Erasmus Sfvdents (the first "tracer" 
study,  to assess the long-term impact of study abroad on individuals (published 
and distributed by Jessica Kingsley,  london)). ERASMUS PROGRAMME -ANNUAL REPORT 1993  -
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The following  reports were submilfed in  1993 but have not yet been published:  ~­
tl Erasmus Teaching staff mobility: the  1990/91 Teachers' view (a survey of more 
than 400 academics who took part in  teaching staff mobility activities within 
Erasmus ICPs); 
t1  Erasmus  ~tudent mobility programmes  1991/92 in the  vie~  of  the local directors 
(a survey of the experiences of staff in ICP partner institutions who were responsible 
'for the management of individual ICP programmes in  1991 /92); 
tl Experiences of EOS students  1990/91; 
tl Experiences of EOS students  1991/92. 
At the end of 1.993, work was in progress on the following: 
tl Student mobility within Erasmus  1991/92: a statistical profile (produced annually); 
tl'  a second "tracer" study- on 1988/89  ~rasmus  students six years after their study 
period abroad;  · 
tl a survey of  arra~ements  at institutional level for the support of European teaching 
activities (taking account of the full variety of types of higher education institution, 
of their different palfems of involvement in European activities and of their decision-. 
making procedures in  relevant policy areas); 
tl a synthesis report relating to the various studies (surveys of the Erasmus experiences 
of students and teachers; statistics on student mobilitY) assembled in respect of the. 
four academic years 199()/94. 
26. -At an  1ntemallevel,  'the Erasmus Bureau also produced a number of documents needed 
'  for its  mo~itoring activities:  ' 
tl analysis of the annual reports sent in  by Erasmus grantholders; leading to the 
Global Report prepared annually for the Commission (with some assistance from 
·the Kassel team in-respect of ICP reports); ·  · 
tl preparation of~  statistical overview of the participati~n in Erasmus of each region 
of the European Community and the EFTA countries in  1993/94, accompanied 
by a  preliminary analysis of. the palfems of participation and of the factors 
inHuencing it;  -
tl production of time series statistics 1988/89 to 1993/94; 
tl production of detailed ICP statistics 1993/94. 
EFTA COUNTRIES 
~ ..  ' 
27.  The  academic year 1993/94 marks the  second year of EFTA  participation  in  the 
Erasmus Programme. As has already been noted, the scale of EFTA participation has 
seen a  substantial increase by comparison with  19?2/93. Special information ac-
, tions were carried out in Austria, Finland and lcelan9 and Erasmus was promoted at 
student fairs in Vienna (March 1993) and Stockholm (November 1993) . 
.  ) -
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Meetings of the  EC  and EFTA  joint committees were held in  March and December. 
The business and timing of the joint committeeshos increasingly been integrated with 
that of the Erasmus Advisory Committee. 
The  individual contributions of each EFTA country to  the Erasmus budget for 1993 
were calculated on the some basis as in  1992. The proportionality factors governing 
the contributions were determined, in  each case, by the  ratio of the gross domestic 
product of the EFTA country concerned to the sum of the gross domestic products of 
that country and of the Community.· 
VI  PLANNING OF HIGHER EDUCATION FOR THE  1990'S 
28.  The  comments and reactions received  by the Commission on its  Memorandum on 
higher education in the European Communily{COM(91_)349) were examined in detail 
during the first port of the year. With the assistance of a panel of experts, a synthesis 
· report of the  results  of  the  discussions  which  hod token  place during  1992 was 
prepared. This  report, The outlook for higher education in the European Community: 
responses ·to the Memorandum,  was published in  November 1993 as Number.2 in 
the Studies series of the Task Force Human Resources, Education, Training ond.Youth. 
Responses to the Memorandum come from 'a very wide variety of sources - mainly 
academics and students but also representatives of national and regional authorities, 
trade unionists and industrialists. There was a widespread appreciation of the crucial 
role to be played by higher education in the future of Europe. In  December 1993 the 
Commission  published  two  further  reports based on  the material  received:  orie 
summarises the notional responses to the Memorandum and the other comments on 
the principal issues raised by the debate. (Responses to the Memorandum on Higher 
Education in the European Community: Summary of  Nation of Reports and of  Reports 
from European Organisations (in German, English and French) and Responses to the 
Memorandum on Higher Education  in  the European Community:  Theme  Reports (in 
English and French). The six themes chosen for the second report ore: participation in 
o~d access to higher education; continuing  higher education; open_ and distqnce 
education; partnership with  economic life;  the Eurof)ean  dimension;  research and 
postgraduate research training. 
Many comments emphasised that differences between national systems were a source 
of cultural  richness, and welcomed the new legal  basis for education programmes 
contained in  the Treaty  on European  Union  (Article  126), seeing ihe principal of 
subsidiarity as a guarantee of national identity and independence. The importance of 
Community_progrommes as catalysts of new models of cooperation and the European 
"added value" which they bring were stressed, but there was widespread recognition, 
especially within  higher education institutions, that Member States themselves must 
formulate policies to ensure a  European dimension in  the studies of  all  students in 
higher education, and that mobility was an important port of such a  policy. 
The responses to the Memorandum helped guide the Commission in the preparation 
of its  Guidelines  for  Community Action  in  the  field  of education  and training 
(COM(93) 183) adopted in May 1993. These Guidelines established the. principles 
underlying the proposals made by the Commission in  December 1993 and January 
1994 for new Community programmes in education and training. (The proposal for 
the  vocational training  programme Leonardo  (under Article  127 of the Treaty on 
European  Union)  was adopted by the  Commission  on  21  December  1993 
(COM{93)686) and the Socrates proposal (COM(93)708) (under Articles 126 and .  · 
\ 
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127), on 4 ~onuory 1994.) The Socrates Programme covers education at all levels, 
Erasmus and Lingua (Action  II) activities being incorporated into the first Chapter. 
29.  During the year the Ministers of Education discussed a  num~r  of issues raised in the 
Memorandum  debate. At their  informol.session  on  8  and 9 February 1993 they 
discussed the importance of ensuring quality in higher education, together with cer-
tain aspects of student mobility and access. These discussions led to the adoption on · 
11  June 1993, by the Council and the. Ministers of Education  meeting within  the 
· -Council, of conclusions on the promotion of on open European space for cooperation 
in  higher education. The objective is to ensure that students hove the opportunity of 
·  following all or port of their studies in another Member State, to reinforce cooperation 
between higher education institutions in order to enhance quality and to promote the 
diversification of higher education in order to meet the increasingly varied demands 
of students and the _changing  needs of society and of the  ~anomy. The Ministers 
cc;>ntinued  their discussion  of the  consequences of mobility at their meeting on 8 
NoVember 1993, recognising that the implementation of notional policies on higher 
education has consequences for the other Member ~totes and that the establishment. 
of a  European labour market in turn has implications for the education and training 
carried out in the higher education institutions. The  Co~ncil  a~  ked the Commission to 
submit a study on student flows within the Community and the cOnsequences of this 
mobility in terms of funding.  _ 
VII  INTERACTION WITH OTHER EUROPEAN COMMUNITY· 
PROGRAMMES 
· 30. The futUre  development of Erasmus must be viewed within the wider framework of 
Community initiatives in  the field ,of education and training aimed at exploiting the 
potential of the Internal Market. With this in  mind, steps ore token to ensure proper 
coordination between Erasmus and other Community programmes, in  relevant areas 
of activity.  )  ·  ·  · 
31 .  1993 was the fourth year of operation of the Lingua Programme, which promotes the 
teaching and learning of the nine official  Community languages (plus  Irish  <:Jnd 
Letzeburgesch). The administration of Action II of Lingua is carried 'out in accordance 
with the some procedures as those used for the Erasmus Programme and joint arran-
gements have been  .. adopted for  both.  Lingua  Action  II  covers visit grants and the· 
exchange of higher education students and staff. For the academic year 1993/94 a 
model was developed to harmonise studentmobility grant levels under Lingua and 
Erasmus, thus avoiding the substantial arbitrary discrepancies which hod been noted 
in  previous years. The EFTA countries ore still ·not able to participate in Lingua. 
In  March 1993 Price Waterhouse was commissioned to undertake on evaluation of 
· Action II of Lingua. The final report was submitted in October 1993 and distributed to 
the Lingua Committee for comments in early December 1993.  · 
32.  The Commission continues to  monitor closely the interaction between Tempus and 
Erasmus,  with  a  view  to  achieving maximum  synergy between the two· initiatives. 
Tempus forms port of th~ Phore and Tocis Programmes of assistance to the economies 
and societies of the Central and Eastern Europe and the successor states of the USSR . 
The  design of Tempus ·was strongly influenced by existing Community initiatives in 
education and training,  and many applications submitted to Tempus  draw on 
experien~e gained through Erasmus.  .  · -
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33. There is also complementarity with  the Cornett Program_me for cooperation between 
· institutions of higher education and industry. A placement in a commercial enterprise 
is the cornerstone of Cornett student mobility but is only one of several forms of exchange 
within Erasmus, which also covers a much wider range of subject areas. 
34.  The Human Capitol an~  Mobility Programme aims to stimulate the European human 
resource bose for research and development, in terms of both quality and quantity. Its 
actions- mainly of interest to young postdoctoral researchers- are complementary to 
the activities supported under Erasmus. 
35.  The Jean Monnet Action, through the establishment of Europeo~ "choirs", "perma-
nent courses" and "modules", also supports the European Dimension within the higher 
education secto-r.  · 
VIII CONCLUSION 
36.  For the Erasmus Programme, as for other Community programmes in education and 
training, the year 1993 constituted a  watershed between the wide-ranging discus-
sions on the 1991  Memorandum  on higher education  in  the  European  Community 
a~d the  presentation  by the  Commission  of  new proposals for future  Community 
Programmes in education and training.  · 
'-._'· 
In  preparation for  the adoption of the new Socrates Programme, in  which  higher 
education activities will clearly ploy a  major port, the-Commission has continued to 
monitor and evaluate existing participation in Erasmus at national and regional level 
arid by academic discipline; it'has also prepared the way for the wider use of the 
ECJS.scheme after the end of the current pilot project. At the some time the European 
University Network has continued to demonstrate its capacity for further consolidation 
and expansion, and institutions from the EFTA countries ore now extensively involved 
in  cooperative activities with Community institutions. The  sustained momentum and 
the wealth of accumulated experience within  Erasmus  promise to  provide a  solid 
foundation for the Socrates Programme. 
•. ,.  -·.  ··•·•·  ....  - -....... !.·  •  • 
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Funds committed for the academic year 1993/94 (in ECU) 
ACTION  1 
A. Inter-University Cooperation Programmes 
a.  Student Mobility 
b.  Teaching Staff Mobility 
c.  Curriculum Development 
d.  Intensive Programmes 
B. Visits 
ACTION2 
· A. Student grants 
B.  ECTS student grants 
ACTION3 
A.  ECTS institutional grants 
B. NARIC network grants 
ACTION4 
A. Associations and Publications 
B. Programme Information, Administration, Monitoring 
and Evaluation 
25 343 510 
23 593510 
17 266000 









3 038 310 
250000 
2 788 310 
TOTAL  .. 97,846 150 
Note:  For  technical reasons. slight discrepancies may occur between the totals listed here for Individual 
aCtivities and the corresponding totals given in the. text In respect of grants awarded to  lnstltutlo~s. IIIIIEmii--~~--------~-----------------------·~AN_N_·u._~  __  RE_P0  __  ~_1_~_3_·_A~N_N_~  __  s 










ErQsmus ICP applications by eligible state 
. of co-ordinating institution 
8.5  9.0  8.5 ..  -
60  2.5  2.6  59  2.4 
12.7  13.3  12.3. 
71  2.9  3.1  84  3.4 
215  .  8.8  9.3  197  8.0 
382  15.7  16.5  380  15.4 
41  1.7  1.8  45  1.8 
. 245  10.1  10.6  227  9.2 
0.0  0.0  0  0.0 
203  8.3  8.8  214.  8.7 












UK  ·527  21.6  22.7'  524  21.2  22.8 
A.  2.1  54  2.2  52 
FIN  12  0.5  26  1.1 
IS  0·  0.0  ·7  . 0.3. 
N  8  0.3.  25  1.0 
s  30  1.2  42  1.7 
CH  13  0.5  19  0.8 
·  Fl  0  0.0  0  0.0 
' _AN_N_U_~  __  ~_PO_R_T_l_99_3_-_A_NN_~  __  s  ________________________________________  llllllll 
Annex II (b) . 
Approved Erasmus ICPs by eligible state of 
·  co-ordinating institution 
B  176  9.1  9.5  le8  8.7  9.3 
OK  48  2.5  2.6  51.  2.4  2.5 
D  241,  12.5  13.1  270  '12$  13.4 
GR  49  2.5  2.7  71  3.3  3.5 
E  166  8.6  9.0.  156  7.3  7.8 
F  312  16.2  16.9  330  15.3  16.4 
IRL  36  1.9  2.0  36  1.7  1.8 
180  9.4  9.8  194  9.0  9.6 
L  O.l  0.1  0  0.0  0.0 
NL  153  8.o·.  8.3  189  8.8  '9.4 
p  44  2.3  2.4  48  2.2  2.4 
UK  439  22.8  . 23.8  480  . 22.3  23.9 
A  32  1.7  49  2:3 
FIN  9  0.5  21  1.0 
IS  0  0.0  4  0.2 
N  6  0.3  14  . 0.6 
s  24  1.2  36  1.7 
CH  8  0.4  16  -0.7 
FL  0  0.0·.  0  0.0 ~~~~~~~~~----------------------------------------AN~N~u~~~~~P0--~_,_9~~--~A~N_N~~~s 
.  ' 
.. 
,• 
Annex Ill (a) 
Erasmus ICP applications by eligible state and 
. number of participations 
757  5.9  838  5.4 
OK  372  2.9  3.1  434  2.8 
D  1 794  14.0  14.8  2132  13.7 
GR  426  .3.3  3.5  561  3.6 
E  1 378  10:7  11.4  1 628  10.5 
F  2 125  16.6  17.5  2422  15.6 
IRL  368  2.9  3.0  441  2.8 
1 310  10.2  10.8  1 500  9.7 
\  .  i 
L  6  i  0.0  0.0  6  0.0 
I 
'· 
NL  826  6.4  6.8  950  6.1 
p  482  3.8  4.0  612  3.9 
UK  2269  17.7  18.7  2654  17.1 
















••... ,  ........•...•.••...  ?,···;~·········  ······························]·~······  A  172  I  1.3  267  1.7 
FIN  108  ~  0.8  263  1.7 
l7  0.1  IS  2  !  b.o  I 
l 
N  85  0.7  210  1.4 
s  242  .1.9  385  2.5  -
CH  105  0.8  208  1.3 
FL  0.0  0.0 ANNUAL REPORT 1993-ANNEXES  -
----------------~----~---------------




















Approved ErasmusiCPs by eligible state and 
number of participations · 
642  5.8  6.2  754  5.3 
321  2.9  3.1  399  2.8 
1561  14.2  15.0  1974  - 13.9 
3&:1  3.3  3.5  513  3.6 
1 180  10.7  11.4  1507  10.6 
1 841  16.8  17.7  2242  15.7 
322  2.9  3.1  4J6  2;8 
1 081  9;8  10.4  1 381  9.7 
6  0.1  0.1  6  0.0 
691  6.3  6.7  862  6.0 
423  3.8  4.1  561  3.9 
1950  17.7  18.8  2450  17.2 
6  0.1  0 ..  .4  0.0 
137  1.2  245  1.7 
95  0.9  238  1.7 
0.0  12  0.1 
71  0.6  188  1:3 
214  1.9  348  2.4 
85  0.8  188  1.3 
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Annex IV (a) 
Erasmus ICP applications by subject area 
I. 
.-
{  >  i  ~ii1~.:Ci:.  <•••\•·•··· 1/  ~.il~>.l,iii' Ill  •••••••••••••..•. : ~~rf{!-~·- >••< ....• )····  >  H?/-_2  •-••·  .-.~ 
I </  j  : i  -~•~hi~;.t~r~~  <  :  .....  1••·.-.. •7••·-··~;  0  )'  :(  ~-··················· 
;  .  ::\~  ·••<·•  .··.·.•..  \ 
I···· ......•...  )\··-·····~-) i  ...  '/•.  •········-~····················  .. 
< ·~0~  :r····-··  .. _._  ............ _  ....• \ 
'Agriculture  67  2.8  80  3.2 
Architecture  88  3.6  - .  95  3.8 
Fine Arts/Music  100  4.1  l(J) '  4.4 
Business/Management  261  10.7  249  10.1 
·Education  122  5.0  115  4.7 
Engineering  347  14.-2  343  13.9 
Geography/Geology  77  3.2  91  3.7 
Humanities·  143  5.9  149  6,0 
· Lang~ages  258  10.6  - 262.  10.6 
Law  137  . 5.6  _)  133  5.4 
M~thematics - '  .  108  4.4  109  4.4 
Medical Sciences/  157  6.4 - ·.  171  6.9  Psychology 
Natural Sciences  217- -8.9  205  8.3 
Social SCiences  259  10.6  - 256  10.4 
( 
Communication/Information  26  1.1  32  1.3  -
Miscellaneous  31  1'.3  31  1.3 
Framework Agreements  . 38  1.6  40  1.6 
-
I !gt9r> ··  f  ,,.  )  < c  3~:~, 
l.•••••·••••••••••••••••••·•l•RR 
I  t1~§j  ·-)~ 
.. _AN_N_U.~~-R_E_P0_~  __  1~  __  3_-A_N_N_~  __  s  _______________________________________  IIBIIIII 
Annex IV (b) 
Approved Erasmus ICPs by subject area 
;. 
Agriculture  56  2.9  68  3.2 
Architecture  65  3.4  80  3.7 
Fine Arts/Music  78  4.1  93  4.3 
Busin~tss/Management  ·  . 197  10.2  208  9.7 
Education  79  4.1  97  4.5 
·Engineering  283  14.7  313  14.5 
Geography  /Geology  63  3.3  76  3.5 
Humanities  H5  6.0  - 127  5.9 
Languages  214  11. 1  231  10.7 
law  113  5.9  123  5.7 
Mathematics  88  4.6  97  4.5 
Medical Sciences/  124  6.4  148  6.9  Psychology 
Natural Sciences  166  8.6  183  . 8.5 
Social Sciences  202  10.5  219  10.2 
Communication/Information  23  1.2  28  1.3 
Miscellaneous  24  1.2  26  1.2 
Framework Agreements  34  1.8  36  1.7 
,  .. IIIIIIEDII~·~------------------~-------------------AN  __  N_u.~~~R~EP0~~~'9~9~3--A~N~N~~~s 
Annex V (a)~· 
ICP applications  .received 1992/93 and 1993/94 
by type of activity 
student Mobllity(SM)  2174  89  2250  91  +76 
Staff Mobility CTS)  1 027  42  1 024  41  -3 
-
Curriculum Development 
453  19  4.32  17  -21  (CO) 
Intensive Programmes (IP)  550  23  500  20  -50 
•% of ICP applications Incorporating this type of aCtivity. 
Note: Applications frequently refer to more than one type of activity. 
Annex V (b) 
ICP applications approved 1992/93 and 1993/94 






Student Mobility (SM)  1 780  93  1997  93  + 217  +  12.2 
-
staff Mobility (TS)  360  19  476  22  + 116  +32.2 
Curriculum Development  172  9  232  11  +60  +34.9  (CO) 
Intensive Programmes (IP)  139  7  188  9  +49  +35.3. 
• % of ICP applications Incorporating this type of activity 
Note: Applications frequently refer to more than one type of activity. 
' ·ANNUAL REPORT 1993-ANNEXES  -
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Annex VI 
Rates of approval for ICPs according to type of activity · 
1992/93 and 1993/94 (in °/o) 
Student Moblllty(SM)  82  89 
Staff Moblllty(TS)  35  47 
Currlculur:n Developinent 
(CO)  38  54 
Intensive Programmmes (IP)  25  38  . 
AIIICPs  79  87 
•·. ~~~~~~~~~~~~------------------~----~--~--------------~A~N~N~UA~L~R~E~PO~R~T-1~9~9~3_-~A~N~N=~~s-
Annex VII 
Higher education institutio'ns eligible for Erasmus 
I<  < )  ••.. >  N(j: of  / •• < .  ·.· .......••. ·..  )  •.• • .  .•...••.••.••..  •  • Nurllbe~  ~f  insitlltiCir\~ I~ bne dr  ni~re  •  .•...• .•....  .  ... •  ...•. : .......  ·< >  .... 
~····  .. ·•·L:·······'··:·<• .............  ••·  ..::.:eflnible•  .. •• -\>.  •·•••••·•··•.-> ••  ·  .. ":<:_.  ·  ·• ·  ...... •.  ·.·•  •-·•·.· ·.···•·•·•· •· ·•  -.•ap··-·.·.  · ·P·  ·  ..  ,. · 0.,8 ·· d  .. ·."  ·_ras·  .. ·.·· ·mu·.·  · ,  .... I. ~·-·.•.•.·.·.·.·  _..- ...•  ··.•._ ......  •.···.·  .·•  ... ·  .... · ··•· ·.· •··• · ·  ·  · >  ·  . 
.  •.•  ..•  ••  .•  •·•  ..•  •.•  .•  •  .•  •.·.•  ..  ·•·  ...•  ·.•_ .•  •.·_•"_h.'_,·_· ...  •.·.•.•.•.·.• ..•  ·•· ..•  ·.·.·.···.····•_  .•  •.•  .•  ·.•._  .•  •  .•  •_.•  .•  •  •.  _.•_  .•  •.•.•.  .••.<·.· •.  \.:_.·•·-••.:••.•·•  •.••.•  ••. •.  •,  "  '"'no  .  .· ..  ·.· ..  ·. . .  ....  .. ...... · ..  - "  -:-:-:.:.:··-:-:-:-<:-:=~>-=:::.-::·:~-:=<::.: ·_--:  . .  .  . .  . .  . . . .  .  •  .  . . .  .  \fi\))\:))/:(;::?:;}) 
...  ··l~,~~)~··········  ········1·~~~~~~  ·················1~8~~~···········  ········i~~/91.  ··················i"l/~··  ················j·~f~·  ·················t~~~~4•••·•···· 
::: 
8  421  26  49:  fit  76  100  126 
221  16  32  44  42  56 
D  ~57  83'  126  '  132  176  186  205 
.GR  65  12  23  22  24- 26  30 
E  76  37  42  ·42  47  55  60 
.f  1963  150  247  268  300  . 369  405 
IRL  67  12  19  20  22  31  31 
117  43  y:;  59'  65  72  77 
6  2  2  3  2  2  2 
NL  3(;1;  24  51  53  72  88  94 
p  191  15  28  35  41  67  70 
UK  485  106  148  157  172  197  ,21~ 
EUR  2  2  2 
'f6tP~Ii¢:)t  -···  ····  ·  ··~340 r··  .. 526·.·.  .•.·.  826.-·····  904  <  .········-•-•-•1'039••··  .. ·.····.·J25,1 .•.•.  ·•  /-...  ··••·  t.374 ..  J  <  ·  ..  ·.  .·· ..  · 
A  57  20  28 
FIN  282  29  \.  51 
IS  13  2  4' 
N  1~  19  4\ 
s  ' 73  25  34 
· CH  132  14  17 
FL  3 
•·••r<it~(EfrA  !<•·•·  ]J1[>  ·i·-·········•·•·-•.••••••····························/-.•·-···  ?•,•  /  ..  <?  ••••••••••·  -~q?  \  .•  ~··•: 
•. rai<ll•ec#  •••·••·'······ .. ·.·v··••\••~&i.I··••••Y</··-··-•···•  ·  .. ·······••i:•···•··o·•-••••>;  ····  > · ···-•  ? < >  ••·•·  <<  ij6f  . <L./ 
:eittA/  kl>  Ic' <I  />/.••.·•••·  . ;·.-c  )i\•••·••  ......  / ... •........  .···•··•·····•-········•·.·.· .... "'  ><•~ 
·'  Note:  Eligibility Is determined by individual eligible states.  The figures given·in the column headed "Number 
of eligible higher education institutions· me correct as at May 1993. 
In consulting this table. it should be borne in mind that in some countries. notably F~ance. a very sub-
stantial proportion of the institutions listed as eligible in fact carry out the bulk of their activities within the 
secondary school sector. and are thus unlikely ever to participate in the Community's higher education 



















Erasmus visit grant applications in 1993 
by eligible state 
'116  8.8  so  7.0 
231  17.5  137  19.1 
118  8.9  -60  8.3 
121  9.2  69  9.6 
51  3,9  27  3.7 
121  92  72  10.1 
0  o.o  0  0.0 
105  7.9  57  8.0. 
44  3.3  30  4.2 
311  23.5  .  156  21.7 
21  7.8  16  11.4 
120  44.6  60  43.0 
14  5.2  9  6.4 
51  18.9  24  17.1 
51  . 18.9  25  17.8 
12  4.6  6  4.3 
0  0.0  0  0.0 ~~~~~~~~~~~------------------~------------------~AN~N~U.~~~.R=E~P0~~~1~99~3~·~A~N~N=~==S 
.  ' 
Annex VIII ·(b) . 
Erasmus visit grant .applications in  1993 
.  by subject area  .  ' 
.  ' 
I 
Agriculture  43  2.7  27 
Architecture·  69  4.3  40 
Fine Arts/Music  119  7.5  65 
~usiness/Management  168  10.5  78 
Education  175  11.0  92 
Engineering  185  11.7  94 
Geography  /Geology  32  2.0  17 
~ 
Humanities  ..  65  4.0  38 
Languages  140  8.8  77 
Law  29  1.8  16 
Mathematics  73  4.6  40 
Medical Sciences/  117  7.3  68  Psychology 
Natural Sciences  60  3.8  29 
Social Sciences  158  . 10.0  85 
~ 
Communication/Information  41  2.6  24 
Miscellaneous  16  1.0  10 
Framework Agreements  28  1.8  12 
Study Visits by Administrators  73  4.6  46 
.  ·.  >>  ................................ 
..  ..  ,:_:::· .. 
TC>t<:JiEC 'fo EFfk:  . 
·-:.:, 
100 
.  .  •. ···858  FS91····· ..  ·.·  ··  ... 
..... >  .......... · ......  . ...  . ·. 



















... > 100 






















Allocation of student grQnt budget 
2 525.5  3.9  140.0  4.9  2665.5 
1 2i4.o  2.0  140.0  4.9  1 414.0 
12 079.8  18.6  300.0  10.4  12 379.8 
2 719.0  4.2  140.0  4.9  2 859.0 
7 08~.8- 10.9  300.0  10.4  7 389.8 
9 229.5  14.2  300.0  10:4  9 529.5 
1 237.2  1.9  140.0  4.9  1 377.2 
8 999.2  13.8  300.0  10.4  9299.2 
229.1  0.4  20.0  0.7  249.1 
2 993.0  4.6  140.0  4.9  3  133.0 
2 286.8  3.5  140.0  4.9  2426.8 
8 425.9  13.0  340.0  11.8  8 765.9 
65.0  0.1  20.0  0.7  85.0 
1 371.3  2.1  100.0  3.5  1 471.3 
1 034.1  1:6  100.0  3.5  1 134.1 
200.0  0.3  20.0  0.7  220.0 
965:1  1.5  80.0  2.8  1 045.1 
1292.1.  2.0  100.0  3.5  r392.1 
973.6  1.5  60.0  2.1  1 033.6 





















Note: SPecial arrangements apply to Luxembourg.lcelan,d and Uechtensteln. The UK National Grant  Award-
ing Authority (NGAA) has been" allocated an  extra ECU 20 000 to cover grants within the ECTS Mechani-
cal Engineering consortium.  The allocation to •  EUR" covers direct allocations to the EPBS ECTS censor~ 
tium (based in France) and to the European lnsltutlons in Arion and Florence. Annex X 



























234  1313 
YJ7.  3362 
59  524 
148  1227 
0 
232'  1000 
79  296 
597  3659 
'  0  10 
Era.smus students 1993/94: 







346  1565'  3679 
157  574 
166  2666 
~  2726 
65  249  615 
239  ; I 339  I 732 
'  1 
o. 
163  629 




446  '2194  6 262 





626  1214 
85  249 
328  I 367 









378  1456 
0  0 
' 
3  691  187  '1 079 
0  208  67:.  703 














2  1721 
o. 
69  632 
358  2647 
475  6865 
55  418. 
225  1 823 
0  2 
136  1 850 
583 
391 


















































































































35  211 
54  287 
0  23 
54  172 
66.  399 






















49  195 
50  65 
0  2 
33  83 
76,  '  159 
I~  108 















32  344 
13  274 
o  s• 
23  204 
68- 608 
'  24  129 
0  0 
roiai  EFT~  •} I< •  Al.O  <  222  1  211  <  ii~  <  s79  f068 <  •.  221.<  612  ·  oi  731  160  >i S64 
0 
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ECTS stud~nt  numbers by subject area 1992/93 
2  34  56  7  11'  9  2  22  31  84  5.5  102  1 
~  :r:
1
','m ,..;;,;> 6 s., 01r1] ~f'?2;;:;;;,, 'Rfi!lf;T:xs  ,\\1Jf~  ~t~ , , *$llf\  1
~1: ®¥ 't wwr Mt ,,::;;  &iii'· ,,  ;;~ ,  i~:;; .  ,., ·  ti'.\~ 
B  I  12  )./ 
IDK  I  11  •11  11  15  11  9  3  32  13  74  4.8  43  2.€ 
lo  84  39  158  40  38  20  29  33  34  37  343  22.5  169  1.1.1 
IGR  6  0  22  18  16  8  2  24  3  76  5.0  24  1.~ 
IE  45  27  51  47  .  41  26  30.  30  61  fB  228  14.9  189  12-A 
1IF  21  47  19  92  ~  31  25  21  83  84  187  12.2  275  18.C 
llna.  6  7  14  11  21  2  16  7  20  28  1.8  77  5.C 
36  25  15  25  17  10  11  21  36  39  115  7.5  120  1.9 
2  0  0  0  ·o  0  0  0  0  2  0.1  0  0.0 
INL  10  4  7  21  12  20  11  5  21  6  61  4.0  56  3.7 
liP  14  7  4  5  8  2  3  3  15  3·  44  2.9  •20  1.J 
IUK  14  105  22  43  25  111  16  39  45  97  122  .8.0  395  i.Q 
lA  7  3  17  4  9  3  ,o  2  38  2.5  17  1.1 
IAN  4  0  13'  0  9  0  11  0  9  0  46  3.0  0  0.0 
.  ·liS  0  0  0  0  .  0  0  5  0  0  0  5  '0.3  0  0.0 
IN  4  0  9  3  11  0  0  0  10  3  34  2.2  6- 0.4 
Is  6  2  10  3  2  5  3  8  5  24  1.6  21  1.4 
11  I  1  .  1 
·  ·~<!!  >  . t ln.  ··~t; ·  2  ;.  ~?; ·  Jl ' ·  .~. ·: 
2  1  I  0  0  I  16  1.0  13  O.Q 
bii · •  :  •J~  ••••••••••  u•· ~  ...............................  ~~······  ····•••••••••·• M#i  · H~  <  I~#  .  i1~ 
Note: The above table shows actual (as opposed to planried) student numbers. 
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